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To paint the letters, drop in watercolor paints and let the colors pool, allowing them to migrate and swirl to fill
the letterform. The art of calligraphy depends on the scribe having an understanding of the proper use of all
three, on his knowledge of letterforms and on his skill and freedom in their use. Write the alphabet using the
broad chisel tip of a black permanent marker to create the uppercase bold alphabet. However, learning this
script is well worth the effort. The process for each letter is described in three pages, starting here , or you
might like this overview of bubble-letter forms. What other artists could inspire letterforms? This effect is
characteristic of the font and should always be maintained or even improved upon. Great Gray Shadows
Create some dimension and drama using a basic chisel-tip-marker font with gray shadows along each letter.
For much of that time it was strictly a calligraphy alphabet rather than a historical script in that it was written
out slowly and painstakingly to look as impressive as possible. Scripts and different writing styles Ancient
script: Uncial Uncial is a solid, rather bold, rounded script that has been used since the third century B. Gothic,
textura quadrata I have a particular soft spot for Gothic calligraphy alphabets. This hand lettering example
uses the whimsical colors and letter shapes inspired by Henri Matisse. Inside the lines, hold the Elegant Writer
medium-sized calligraphy pen at a degree angle and write the upper and lowercase alphabet. It is high and
narrow in character, a style you can easily accentuate. The sentence used in our examples is a well-known
English saying that contains every letter of the alphabet: "The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog". But
these will give you an idea of the major families of calligraphy alphabets. Using the brush end of a gray
permanent marker, add the shadow along the left edge of each letter so the light seems to come from the right.
Materials list: No. You can also explore a new look by wetting the edges of the letters with a waterbrush to let
the ink pool out. Any Roundhand lends itself to circumstances in which you want to communicate sincerely
and without pretension: poems by Robert Frost, instructions in case of zombie attack, children's alphabet
posters, letters of advice to your younger self, diaries for publication, etc. Copperplate style Copperplate is
written with a finely pointed, very flexible steel nib which opens and closes with pressure to produce thick and
thin lines. It's called Copperplate because it imitates the very fine, heavily slanted scripts of eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century engravings on copper plates which themselves were based on beautifully hand-drawn
letters. It may seem like a humble virtue but it is not therefore to be disregarded. Have fun with your own
alphabets! Effects achieved with letter spacing By varying the spacing between letters, you can develop
interesting decorative styles based on your own form of handwriting that can be combined in a wonderfully
creative manner. Decide which category your own handwriting belongs to, or decide on a style that you like.
Ancient script: Capitalis Rustica Capitalis Rustica was used from the 1st to the 5th centuries during the Roman
Empire for important manuscripts. If you purchase your copy of Artful Alphabets now, you will also get a
bonus hand lettering lesson free! Then follow our tips and tricks for enhancing your personal handwriting.
Tips for impressive calligraphy Different styles of lettering You will discover all manner of interesting design
possibilities if you use different styles of lettering. On the next row, write the letters at a back and forth slant
with a flourish at the end, making the degree angle of the pen do the work for you. The Historical Sourcebook
for Scribes , by Michelle Brown and Patricia Lovett contains two Uncial alphabets: the earlier, angled-nib
version and what they call the flat-pen version. Have fun with the Roman rustic capitals Rustic Capitals are a
robust, dynamic calligraphy alphabet, good for titles when you want formality and impact without rigidity. It's
bossy, short, inexpensive, ancient , and it works. It is a purely majuscule uppercase script. These are all written
by me as an interested amateur. Using a paintbrush, write the letter of the alphabet with clean water, creating a
water path. As you can see, there's a variety of shading and lighting effects going on above â€” I was
experimenting. Note: many more calligraphic and historical alphabets exist than just the ones listed below.
Roundhand Foundation hand Roundhand is a modern, twentieth-century calligraphy alphabet based on the
scripts of the Italian Renaissance, which themselves were invented because Italian scholars in particular had
got heartily fed up of trying to read long texts written in tiny, cramped Gothic. Rustic Capitals are the oldest
script I include tutorials for on this site. This bold hand lettering technique is super simple yet always
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impressive. Materials list:.


